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Accumulations

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Accumulation L211000 - Large box, with several thousand stamps, both loose and on fragment, from all over the world, even 
repeated, also noted stamps from the classical or semi-classical period, a large lot of leaflets, all different, which 
alone is worth part of the price , some beautiful pieces of postal history and first day stockcards, 1 kg gross weight, 
box included. Lots of fun! The photo is only an example of the lot. Lot always available, even in multiples of 
kilograms.

50 €

Accumulation L212943 - Accumulation on 2 stockbooks, with stamps, mainly from the German area. 20 €
Accumulation L212983 - Accumulation on 3 stockbooks, from the classics, even repetitions. 30 €
Accumulation L213080 - Accumulation, on 2 stockbooks, European area. Look at the pictures. 20 €
Accumulation L213103 - Accumulation, on 3 stockbooks, with used stamps, from Austria, Persia, Germany. Look at the pictures. 15 €
Accumulation L213104 - Collection, on 2 stockbooks, and binder, with stamps, used and new, from England, Austria, Germany. 

Look at the pictures.
25 €

Accumulation L213105 - World collection, on 2 stockbooks. Look at the pictures. 10 €
Accumulation L213106 - Collection, with Postal History, postage stamps, from Europe - World. Look at the pictures. 15 €
Accumulation L213107 - World collection, on 3 stockbooks, with used stamps. Noted lots Italy, Canada, India. 45 €
Accumulation L213108 - World collection, on 4 stockbooks, with used stamps, from Vietnam, India, Japan. 45 €
Accumulation L213137 - Collection, in stockcard box, with stamps on stockcard and in envelopes / parchments. Look at the 

pictures.
25 €

Filigranoscope L213138 - Signoscope T3, Safe brand, latest model, led, with USA cable, and transformer, used, but fully functional. 
List price 165 eur

80 €

Multi Tester L213140 - Multi Tester, brand Leuchtturm, equipped with White light, to check the watermark, UV light, and 
magnifying glass. Used, fully functional. List price 40 eur.

10 €

Accumulation L213148 - Collection on 2 binders, with postal history, miniature blocks, leaflets and more. Look at the pictures. 20 €
Accumulation L213211 - Accumulation, on 2 binders and binder pages. Look at the pictures. 30 €
Accumulation L213238 - Accumulation, in huge box, mainly of postal history, and postal stationery, impossible to photograph the 

whole lot
20 €

Accumulation L213239 - Collection, in stockcard box, with postage stamps and postal history. 25 €
Accumulation L213310 - Accumulation of various material, on albums, including some original documents from the 1800s. 50 €
Accumulation L213317 - Accumulation of various material, on 2 stockbooks. 20 €



Europe > Austria

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Austria L213052 - Austria collection, on album, with used stamps, from 2016 to 2020. 240 €
Austria L213053 - Austria collection, on album, with used stamps, from 2010 to 2015. 210 €
Austria L213054 - Austria collection, on album, with used stamps, from 2005 to 2009. 200 €
Austria L213055 - Austria collection, on album, with used stamps, from 1990 to 2004. 150 €
Austria L213056 - Double Austria collection, on album, with new ** never hinged stamps, and used, from 1965 to 1990. 90 €
Austria L213057 - Austria Collection, on albums, with stamps, new * / **, and used, from 1850 to 1964. Excellent lot of 

classics, 20s / 30s, very advanced. Notice: both WIPA, Renner not notched, and much more. Very high catalog value!
1900 €

Austria L213071 - Austria collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, even repeated, from the classical period. 45 €
Austria L213072 - Postal History Collection, Austria, on binder, 2000s, FDC, Postal Stationery, Maximum card. 30 €
Austria L213152 - Collection Austria, on stockbook, from 1986 to 2003, with stamps, new ** never hinged, and used, 

repeated,
120 €

Austria L213153 - Austria collection, on stockbook, from the beginning to 1918, with new and used postage stamps. 
Conspicuous classic section. Noted sets cpl * 1910.

290 €

Austria L213154 - Austria collection, on stockbook, 1930s, with stamps, new and used. Also lot of Occupations and services 
(also interesting Lombardo - Veneto).

100 €

Austria L213155 - Austria collection, on stockbook, from 1918 to 1929, with stamps, new * and used, also sets cpl. 55 €
Austria L213156 - Accumulation Austria, on 3 stockbooks, until 1985. 45 €

Europe > Benelux

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Luxembourg L213078 - Luxembourg collection, on 2 albums, from 1875 to 2020, with new * / **, and used stamps. 700 €
Belgium L213110 - Belgium collection, on album blocks, with used stamps, from the classical period. Look at the pictures. 20 €
Belgium L213147 - Belgium collection, on stockbook, from the beginning to 1987, with new and used stamps. High catalog 

value.
220 €

Luxembourg L213164 - Luxembourg collection, on stockbook, from the beginning, large classic section, stamps, new and used, 
high overall value.

240 €

Holland L213171 - Holland collection, on stockbook, from the beginning to 1996, with stamps, used and new, excellent classic
section, of value.

280 €

Europe > Eastern Europe

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Eastern Europe L212859 - Eastern Europe collection, on stockbook, with used stamps. Noted Hungary lot 25 €
Yugoslavia and

Croatia
L213070 - Collection Yugoslavia and Croatia, on album pages, with stamps, new * / ** and used, up to the 1940s. 80 €

Romania L213100 - Romania collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mostly used. Look at the pictures. 20 €
Czech Republic L213199 - Czechoslovakia and Czech Republic collection, on stockbook, until 2008, with stamps, new ** and used. 360 €
Czechoslovakia L213200 - Czechoslovakia collection, on stockbook, with blocks and miniature blocks, new ** never hinged. 80 €
Czechoslovakia L213201 - Czechoslovakia collection, on stockbook, with blocks and stamps, new ** never hinged. 180 €
Czechoslovakia L213202 - Czechoslovakia collection, on stockbook, with blocks and stamps, new ** never hinged, set cpl. 100 €
Czechoslovakia L213203 - Czechoslovakia collection, on stockbook, with blocks and stamps, new ** never hinged, set cpl. High 

catalog value
430 €

Czechoslovakia L213204 - Czechoslovakia collection, on stockbook, with blocks and stamps, new ** never hinged, and used, in sets 
cpl.

180 €

Czechoslovakia L213205 - Czechoslovakia Collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, used, in sets cpl. 120 €
Soviet Union L213206 - Soviet Union Collection, on stockcard stock, with postage stamps, new ** never hinged, even in sets cpl. 60 €
Soviet Union L213207 - Soviet Union collection, on stockbook, from 1949 to 1987 with used stamps, 70 €

Russia L213208 - Russia Collection, on stockcard stock, with stamps, new and used, to be inspected carefully. 30 €
Russia L213209 - Collection Russia and USSR, on stockbook, with stamps, new **, and used, 55 €
Russia L213210 - Russia collection, on stockbook, up to the 2000s, with new and used stamps, including cpl set. 100 €
Poland L213212 - Poland collection, on album pages, from 1984 to 1994, with postage stamps, new ** and used, including 

postal history.
190 €

Hungary L213213 - Hungary collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used. 100 €
Hungary L213214 - Hungary collection, on album pages, with postage stamps, used, from 1871 to 1940. 30 €
Hungary L213215 - Hungary collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new * / **, and used, also in cpl set, high overall 

value.
250 €

Hungary L213216 - Hungary collection, on stockbook, from 1880 to 1945, with stamps, new * / ** and used, also in cpl set, 
high value.

210 €

Eastern Europe L213247 - East Europe Collection, on binder, with postal history, and postage stamps, new ** never hinged. 40 €
Eastern Europe L213248 - Eastern Europe collection, on binder, with postal history, including interesting 1940s envelopes. 60 €

Soviet Union L213249 - Postal History Collection, Soviet Union, on binder 35 €
Czech Republic L213298 - Folder Czech Republic, from 1998 to 2006, with stamps and blocks, new ** never hinged, even in 

complete sets.
15 €



Europe > France

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

French
colonies

L213089 - Collection of French Colonies, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new * / ** and used. 120 €

French
colonies

L213092 - French Colonies Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new * / ** and used. high value. 310 €

French
colonies

L213095 - Collection of French Colonies, on stockbook, with stamps, new * / ** and used, very high overall value 590 €

French
colonies

L213096 - Collection of French Colonies, on stockbook, with stamps, new * / ** and used, very high catalog value. 690 €

French
colonies

L213097 - French Colonies Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new * / ** and used, also sets cpl. Very high CV. 580 €

France L213143 - Collection France, on stockbook, from 1979 to 1997, with stamps, new and used. Look at the pictures. 30 €
France L213160 - Collection France, on stockbook, until 1987, with stamps, new ** never hinged, excellent Red Cross 

postcards, from 1960
160 €

France L213161 - France collection, on stockbook, from 1960 to 1978, with new and used stamps. 45 €
French area L213181 - French Area Collection, with postage stamps, new * / ** (mostly **), Military franchise, and World War 2 

Occupations.
210 €

France L213184 - France collection, on albums, from 1990 to 1993, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 120 €
France L213185 - France Collection, on albums, Services and Air Mail, used and new * / **, (mainly **). 280 €
France L213186 - Collection France, on albums, from 1850 to 1940, with stamps, used new * / **, (mainly **), in cpl set, very 

high catalog value.
790 €

France L213187 - France collection, on albums, from 1941 to 1956, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 420 €
France L213188 - France collection, on albums, from 1971 to 1981, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 100 €
France L213189 - France collection, on albums, from 1982 to 1989, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 160 €
France L213190 - France collection, on albums, from 1957 to 1970, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 190 €
France L213193 - France collection, on 2 albums with case, from 1849 to 1947, with used stamps. Noted: signed 1870 

Bordeaux, Bordeaux 1923, Le Havre 1929, case 1927 cpl. Very high CV.
1980 €

France L213194 - France collection, on album with case, from 1948 to 1965, with used stamps. 200 €
France L213195 - France collection, on album with case, from 1981 to 1990, with used stamps. 110 €
France L213196 - France collection, on album with case, from 1966 to 1980, with used stamps. 60 €
France L213197 - France collection, on album with case, from 1991 to 1998, with used stamps. 150 €
France L213198 - France collection, on album with case, from 1999 to 2001, with stamps, new ** and used. 90 €
France L213228 - France postal history collection. Look at the pictures. 10 €
France L213240 - French postal history collection, with envelopes and postcards from the early 1900s. 120 €
France L213243 - France collection, on binder, 2000s, with postal history, postcards and folders to be inspected carefully. 100 €
France L213244 - France collection, 2000s, on binder, with postal history, blocks, folder. 50 €
France L213303 - Collection France, from 1986 to 1998, on albums, with stamps, blocks and postcards, new ** never 

hinged, for a high total catalog value.
220 €

France L213304 - Collection France, from 1999 to 2003, on albums, with stamps, blocks and postcards, new ** never 
hinged, for a high total catalog value.

150 €

French
colonies

L213323 - Beautiful collection of French colonies, from the classical period, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps, 
even of value, for a very high overall catalog value.

250 €

Europe > Germany

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Germany Bund L213067 - Germany Bund collection, on album, from 1969 to 1979, double with stamps, new ** never hinged and 
used,

40 €

Germany Bund L213068 - Germany Bund collection, on album, from 1980 to 1996, double with stamps, new ** never hinged and 
used,

100 €

Germany L213069 - Germany collection, on album, from 1997 to 2018, with postage stamps, used. 220 €
Germany L213074 - Germany Collection, Postal History, on binder, from the Reich, many envelopes and postcards, with 

special cancellations.
100 €

Germany L213081 - Collection Germany, on stockbook, until 2019, with used stamps, with repetitions, 50 €
Germany
Colonies

L213116 - 2 albums, luxury edition, complete German colonies, very good condition. 50 €

Germany Bund L213118 - Germany Bund collection, from 1990 to 1995, on album, double, with stamps, both new ** never hinged, 
both used.

45 €

Germany Postal
History

L213119 - Collection of Postal History, of Germany, on 2 binders. 20 €

Berlin L213120 - Berlin collection, on 2 stockbooks, with stamps, new and used, repeated. 55 €
Germany

Occupations
L213122 - Germany Occupations collection, on stockbook pages, with new and used stamps. 50 €

Germany Old
States

L213124 - Germany Old States Collection, on album, with new stamps, Borek certificates. 40 €

Germany Bund L213125 - Germany Bund collection, on album, from 1990 to 1994, with stamps, new ** never hinged, and used, also
present at the same time.

35 €

Germany Postal
History

L213126 - Germany Postal History Collection, in stockcard box, with registered post from the 1990s. 25 €



Germany Bund L213127 - Germany Bund Collection, on 6 stockbooks, from 1951 to 1991, with repeated stamps, new and used. 120 €
Germany Reich L213128 - Germany Reich Collection, on stockbook, from 1872 to 1945, with mostly used stamps. 40 €
Germany Postal

History
L213129 - Germany Postal History Collection, on binder, with envelopes, postal stationery, postcards, from Germany 
Reich and Occupations, to be carefully inspected.

120 €

Germany Bund L213132 - Beautiful collection Germany Bund, on album, from 1949 to 1989, with used stamps, very advanced, 
perhaps complete.

450 €

Germany L213133 - Collection Germany, on album, from 1996 to 2002, double, with new stamps ** never hinged, and used, 
present at the same time.

60 €

Bavaria and
Reich

L213134 - Bavaria and Reich Collection, on stockbook, many repeated. 35 €

Germany Postal
History

L213136 - German Postal History Collection, in a stockcard box. Look at the pictures. 10 €

Germany BUND L213173 - Germany BUND collection, on albums, from 1972 to 1980, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 25 €
Germany BUND L213174 - Germany BUND collection, on albums, from 1981 to 1990, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 40 €
Germany BUND L213175 - Germany BUND collection, on albums, from 1949 to 1971, with new and used stamps 90 €
Germany DDR L213176 - Germany DDR collection, on albums, from 1963 to 1968, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 55 €
Germany DDR L213177 - Germany DDR collection, on albums, from 1975 to 1980, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 35 €
Germany DDR L213178 - Germany DDR collection, on albums, from 1969 to 1974, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 35 €
Germany DDR L213179 - Germany DDR collection, on albums, from 1986 to 1990, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 25 €
Germany DDR L213180 - Germany DDR collection, on albums, from 1981 to 1985, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 30 €

Berlin L213182 - Berlin collection, on albums, from 1948 to 1977, with stamps, almost all new ** never hinged. 50 €
Germany L213183 - Collection Germany, on albums, from 1996 to 1998, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 30 €

Germany Bund L213191 - Germany Bund collection, on albums, from 1991 to 1995, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 40 €
Berlin L213192 - Berlin collection, on album, from 1978 to 1990, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 50 €

Germany L213300 - Collection of Germany, regional Topical and Occupations, with new stamps ** never hinged, in complete 
sets. Noted Michel 80xa from the Soviet Zone, Saxony and Michel 112 / 115yy from the Soviet Zone, Thuringia, for 
450 eur. Look at the pictures.

120 €

Germany Bund L213315 - Germany Bund collection, from 1949 to 1969, on album (COMPLETE of the period, with pockets), with 
new stamps ** never hinged.

50 €

Germany Reich L213316 - Blank album Germania Reich, 1933-1945, Lindner brand, complete pages, with pockets. 25 €
Germany Bund L213319 - Germany Bund Collection, from 1949 to 1970, on album, with new and used stamps, present at the same 

time.
25 €

Germany Bund L213320 - Germany Bund collection, on stockbook, with new and used stamps. 20 €

Europe > Iberia

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Spain L213076 - Spain collection, on albums, from 1850 to 1936, with stamps, new * / **, and used. Exceptional lot of 
classics, including signed ones. Very high catalog value.

1190 €

Spain L213145 - Spain collection, on album, until 1983, with used stamps. Interesting section of services. 90 €
Spain L213146 - Spain collection, on stockbook, Franchist period, postage stamps, new and used. To be inspected 

carefully.
140 €

Portugal L213149 - Portugal collection, on stockbook, with stamps, up to 2000, new and used, excellent classic section. 120 €
Portugal L213150 - Portugal collection, on album, from 1940 to 1975, with used postage stamps. 170 €
Portugal L213151 - Portugal collection, on album, from 1976 to 1983, with used stamps. 90 €

Spain L213166 - Spain collection, on stockbook, from the beginning to 1981, with stamps, new and used. 70 €

Europe > Italy Ancient States

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Naples L213263 - Beautiful Naples lot, with new * and used stamps, also a nice envelope. Huge value! 1900 €
Modena L213277 - 1859 Modena, 5 cent. new *, Caffaz certificate, Sass. 12, 2,500 euros catalog value. 390 €

Europe > Italy Kingdom

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Italy Kingdom L213260 - 1909 Italy Kingdom, 15c. Sass. 86, new * hinged, 400 eur of cat. 40 €
Italy Kingdom L213261 - 1863 Italy Kingdom, postage due, Sass. 1, new *, Moscadelli certificate, 2500 euros catalog value. 300 €
Italy Kingdom L213262 - 1923 Italia Regno, Postal letter envelope, BLP, franked with Sass. 13+ 147/149, Sorani certificate, 2500 

euros catalog value.
310 €

Italy Kingdom L213274 - 1889 Italy Kingdom, 45 c. Sass. 46, new *, Raybaudi certificate, 1100 eur of catalog. 180 €
Italy Kingdom L213275 - 1865 Italy Kingdom 20 out of 15 cent, III type, Sass. 25, Diena certificate, new *, 475 euros catalog value. 90 €
Italy Kingdom L213276 - 1890 Italia Regno, 20 out of 50 cent., decalco variety of the overprint, Sass. 58h, 1250 euros catalog 

value, Avi certificate, new *.
190 €



Europe > Italy Other

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Italy L213060 - Italy collection, on albums, from 1861 to 1975. Until 1950, only used stamps, then from 1951 to 1975 
double collection, with new stamps ** never hinged, and used,

590 €

Italy postal
history

L213309 - Collection of Italy postal history, on albums, from the classical period. Look at the pictures. 35 €

Italy postal
history

L213311 - Collection of Italy postal history, on albums, also many letter closers and vintage labels. Look at the 
pictures.

35 €

Italy postal
history

L213312 - Collection of Italy postal history, on albums, from the classical period. Look at the pictures. 35 €

Italy postal
history

L213314 - Collection of Italy postal history, on albums, from the classical period. Look at the pictures. 35 €

Europe > Italy Republic

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Italy Republic L213061 - Italia Repubblica collection, on albums, from 2000 to 2020, with used stamps, also many stickers, very 
recent years.

350 €

Italy Republic L213062 - Italy Republic collection, on album, from 1995 to 1999, double, with new stamps ** new never hinged and 
used, present at the same time

110 €

Italy Republic L213063 - Italy Republic collection, on album, from 1976 to 1994, double, with new stamps ** new never hinged and 
used, present at the same time

290 €

Italy Postal
Stationery

L213313 - Collection of Italy postal stationery, on albums, traveled or not. Look at the pictures. 30 €

Europe > San Marino

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

San Marino L213157 - San Marino collection, on stockbook, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, from the classics. To be 
inspected carefully.

60 €

Europe > Scandinavia

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Norway L213159 - Norway collection, on stockbook, from the beginning to 1999, with stamps, new and used, high catalog 
value.

180 €

Sweden L213169 - Sweden collection, on stockbook, from 1986 to 1993, with stamps, new and used. In addition, some 
interesting specializations, from the classical and semiclassical period.

120 €

Sweden L213170 - Sweden collection, on stockbook, from the beginning to 1985, with stamps, mainly used, interesting 
cancellations of the classical period.

240 €

Europe > Switzerland

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Switzerland L213058 - Beautiful Swiss collection, from 1854 to 2020, on 2 albums, with new * / ** and used stamps, also present 
at the same time.

990 €

Switzerland L213253 - Swiss collection, with postage stamps and postal history. 30 €
Switzerland L213254 - Swiss collection, on stockbook, with used stamps, from the classics. 50 €
Switzerland L213255 - Swiss collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new * / **, and used, even repeated, air mail, services, high 

overall value.
330 €

Switzerland L213256 - Swiss collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new * / **, and used, services, even repeated. 100 €
Switzerland L213257 - Swiss collection, on stockbook, with used, repeated stamps from Rayon. Also excellent classic and semi-

classic lot. Very high catalog value.
1350 €

Switzerland L213258 - Swiss collection, on album pages, with stamps, new * and used, from Rayons, high catalog value. 150 €

Europe > United Kingdom



COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

British colonies L213051 - Incredible collection of English Colonies, on stockcard stock, with stamps, used and new * / **, well 
classified. Many classic stamps with a very high total value, some tens of thousands of euros!

9700 €

England L213064 - England collection, on album, from 1841 to 2004, with stamps, new ** never hinged, and used, also 
present at the same time.

970 €

England L213065 - England collection, on albums, from 2016 to 2019, with stamps, new ** never hinged, and used, also 
present at the same time.

180 €

England L213066 - England collection, on album, from 2005 to 2015, double with stamps, new ** never hinged, and used, 
present at the same time.

690 €

England L213115 - England Collection, on album blocks, from Penny Black to Levante. Incredible lot from the classical period,
lots of valuable items: 1 pound from 1891, 1 Eduardo pound, very high catalog value!

1800 €

British colonies L213117 - Collection of English colonies, on stockbook cabinet, and parchment envelopes. 30 €
British colonies L213123 - British Colonies Collection, on album, with stamps, new * hinged, and used, to be inspected carefully. 90 €
British colonies L213130 - Collection of English Colonies, on album, with stamps, new * and used, to be inspected carefully. 80 €
British colonies L213131 - British Colonies Collection, on album, with stamps, new * hinged, and used, to be inspected carefully. 140 €
British colonies L213135 - British Colonies Collection, on album, with new * and used stamps, to be inspected carefully. 140 €

England L213158 - England collection, on stockbook, from the beginning to 1991, with stamps, new and used. 130 €
British colonies L213259 - British Colonies Collection, on binder, with postal history, from the classical period, with valuable postage. 260 €

Europe > Vatican

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Vatican L213162 - Vatican collection, on stockbook, until 2000, with stamps, new and used, including the Papal State 70 €
Vatican L213308 - Vatican collection, from 1958 to 1985, on album with case, with new stamps ** never hinged. 40 €

Europe > Europe Other

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Malta L213075 - Malta collection, on album, from 1864 to 2020, with stamps, new * / ** and used. 580 €
Greece L213082 - Greece collection, from 1861 to 2019, on album, with new * / **, and used stamps. Great classic section. 590 €

Gibraltar L213111 - Gibraltar collection, on album blocks, from 1886 to 1954, with stamps, new * hinged, and used. 100 €
Malta L213112 - Malta collection, on album blocks, from 1935 to 1961, with stamps, new * hinged, and used. 30 €

Ireland L213113 - Ireland collection, on album blocks, from 1922 to 1961, with stamps, new * hinged, and used. 80 €
Europe L213121 - Europa collection, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps. 30 €

Europe CEPT L213144 - Europa CEPT collection, on albums, from 1957 to 1979, with new and used stamps. 60 €
Liechtenstein L213163 - Liechtenstein collection, on stockbook, from the beginning to 1996, with new and used stamps. 40 €
Iceland and

Northern
Europe

L213165 - Iceland and Northern Europe collection, on stockbook, until 1992, with new and used postage stamps. 80 €

Europe CEPT L213167 - Europa CEPT collection, on stockbook, until 1980, with stamps, new and used. 45 €
Denmark L213168 - Collection Denmark, on stockbook, from the beginning to 2000, with stamps, new and used, High catalog 

value.
150 €

Monaco L213172 - Monaco collection, on stockbook, from the beginning to 1981, with new and used stamps. 50 €
Europe L213237 - Europa Collection, on binder, with postcards, postal stationery, postal history. 25 €

Denmark L213278 - Beautiful collection Denmark, on stockbook, with stamps, mostly used, from the number 1 (3 copies). Also 
noted 16Sk, post office both types, beautiful lot of services. Highly specialized and valuable collection.

900 €

Europe World L213296 - Europe World Collection with First Day Covers, leaflets and stamps, new ** never hinged, in complete 
sets. Look at the pictures.

30 €

Europe L213299 - Lot of over 50 postcards and vintage letters, traveled and not traveled. 45 €
Monaco L213306 - Monaco collection, from 1973 to 2003, on stockbook, with stamps, blocks and miniature blocks, new ** 

never hinged.
70 €

Europe L213318 - Collection Switzerland, Spain and UN Geneva, on album, with used stamps. 20 €

Africa

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

South Africa L213273 - Superb collection South Africa, on stockbook, 10 Triangles Cape of Good Hope 81 with rare cancellation), 
also noted an excellent lot of services. Very high catalog value!

1100 €

Americas

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE



United States L212538 - United States collection, on stockbook pages, from 1962 to 1985, with used stamps, see photos. 20 €
Brazil L213079 - Brazil collection, on stockbook, with used stamps and blocks, until 2020, very high catalog value. 390 €

St. Pierre et
Miquelon

L213086 - St. Pierre et Miquelon collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new ** never hinged. Some 2 choice 
stamps, free of charge.

40 €

St. Pierre et
Miquelon

L213090 - St. Pierre et Miquelon collection, on stockbook, with new stamps ** never hinged. High catalog value. 200 €

Cuba L213305 - Cuba collection, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps. 25 €

Asia and Oceania

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Thailand L213077 - Thailand collection, on albums, from 2005 to 2017, with stamps and blocks, new ** never hinged, and 
used, often present at the same time.

440 €

New Hebrides L213083 - New Hebrides collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new ** never hinged. Also lot with used 
postage stamps, by AFARS ISSAS

100 €

Wallis et
Futuna

L213084 - Wallis et Futuna collection, on stockbook, with stamps, almost all new ** never hinged, until 1999. 260 €

Taaf L213085 - TAAF collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new ** never hinged. Some 2 choice stamps, free of 
charge.

40 €

French
Polynesia

L213087 - French Polynesia collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new ** never hinged. Some 2 choice 
stamps, free of charge.

180 €

New Caledonia L213088 - New Caledonia collection, on stockbook pages, with new stamps ** never hinged. Some free 2 choice 
stamps.

120 €

Wallis et
Futuna

L213091 - Wallis et Futuna collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new ** never hinged, all airmail. 410 €

New Caledonia L213093 - New Caledonia collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new ** never hinged, all airmail, until 1997. 190 €
New Caledonia L213094 - New Caledonia collection, on stockbook, until 1999, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 400 €

French
Polynesia

L213098 - French Polynesia collection, on stockbook, until 1999, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 710 €

TAAF L213099 - TAAF collection, on stockbook, until 1998, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 370 €
Asia L213301 - Collection of China, Taiwan and Indonesia, with stamps and leaflets, new ** never hinged, in complete 

sets. Look at the pictures.
180 €

Asia L213302 - Collection of China, Taiwan, Macao, Korea and India, with postage stamps and slips, used, in complete 
sets. Look at the pictures.

60 €

Asia L213322 - Collection of China, Taiwan and Laos, with stamps and leaflets, new ** never hinged, in complete sets. 
Look at the pictures.

80 €

Rest of the world

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Europe - World L212855 - Europe - World Collection, on stockbook, with used stamps. Noted lots Peru, Scandinavia, 
Czechoslovakia.

40 €

Europe - World L212856 - Europe - World Collection, on stockbook, with used stamps. Noted lots Laos, Guinea, Romania, 
Caribbean.

40 €

UN L212967 - UN collection, from 3 offices, on binder, up to the 90s, with stamps, new ** never hinged, and used. Look 
at the pictures.

20 €

UN L212968 - UN collection, from 3 offices, on binder, from 1973 to 1988, first day stockcards. Look at the pictures. 20 €
Europe World L213024 - Europe World collection, with blocks, miniature blocks, blocks of four and stamps, new ** never hinged, in 

complete sets. Noted full block of Israel for the campaign against hunger and the number 1 leaflet of UN New York, 
for over 1,400 euros. Look at the pictures.

190 €

Telephone
cards

L213059 - Phone cards from all over the world. Look at the pictures. 10 €

Postal History L213101 - Postal history collection. Look at the pictures. 10 €
World L213114 - World Collection, on album blocks, with stamps, new * hinged, and used. Look at the pictures 40 €
World L213251 - World Collection, on binder, with postal history. note interesting Burundian butterfly envelopes. 80 €
World L213252 - World Collection, on binder, with postal history, postcards, mainly from France and the USA. 160 €
World L213279 - World Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, including a small lot from China. 60 €
World L213288 - World Collection, with postal history, in box. 40 €

Europe World L213297 - Europe World collection with stamps and slips, new ** never hinged, in complete sets. Noted full block of 
Israel Halbanon for 125 euros catalog value. High overall value. Look at the pictures.

80 €

Europe World L213321 - Europe World Collection, on stockbook, with used stamps. 20 €

Topical

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Austria Nativity L213073 - Thematic collection, Nativity, with special cancellations, Christkindl, from 1951. 90 €
Various Topical L213217 - Collection of Postal History, of Various Topical. Look at the pictures 20 €



Advertising L213218 - Postal history collection, with envelopes and advertising labels. 30 €
Sculptures L213219 - Sculptures topical collection, with postal history. 30 €

Sport L213220 - Sports topical Postal History Collection 25 €
Military

cancellations
L213221 - Postal history collection with military cancellations 25 €

Art L213222 - Art topical postal history collection 20 €
Religion L213223 - Religion-topical Postal history collection 20 €
Europe L213224 - Europe topical Postal history collection 15 €
Cosmos L213225 - Cosmos topical postal history collection 20 €

Mines L213226 - Mines topical postal history collection 10 €
Flora and fauna L213227 - Flora and Fauna topical postal history collection 25 €
Hot air balloons L213229 - Balloon-topical postal history collection 30 €
Hot air balloons L213230 - Hot-air balloon topical collection, on binder, with postage stamps, postal history, envelopes with special 

cancellations.
80 €

WWI L213231 - First World War thematic collection, on binder, with postage stamps, postal history, maximum cards, postal
stationery,

90 €

Various Topical L213232 - Collection of various Topical, on binder, with postage stamps, new ** never hinged, postal history, 40 €
Hot air balloons L213233 - Hot air balloons thematic collection, on binder, with postal history, maximum card, postcards with special 

cancellations
70 €

Monuments L213234 - Monuments topical collection, on binder, with postal history, postcards, stamps, maximum card. 90 €
Sculptures and

UPU
L213235 - Thematic collection Sculptures and UPU, on binder, with postal history, MK, postcards, and postage 
stamps.

75 €

Churches and
Sculptures

L213236 - Thematic collection Churches and Sculptures, on binder, with stamps, postcards, postal history, maximum 
cards.

100 €

Sculptures L213241 - Thematic collection Sculptures, on binder, with postal history, also valuable items, stamps, maximum card. 140 €
Sculptures L213242 - Thematic collection Sculptures, on binder, with postal history, postage stamps, postal stationery, maximum

cards
110 €

Bartholdi and
freedom

L213245 - Bartholdi and freedom topical collection, on binder, with postal history, new stamps ** never hinged, 
interesting, valuable, circulated envelopes.

220 €

Aviation
pioneers

L213246 - Thematic collection Pioneers of aviation, on binder, with postal history, postage stamps, many valuable 
pieces.

150 €

Statue of
Liberty

L213250 - Statue of Liberty topical collection, on binder, with postal history, MK, postal stationery, postage stamps. 50 €

Birds L213264 - Birds topical collection, on album, with stamps and blocks, new ** never hinged, and used, also TAAF 100 €
Birds L213265 - Birds thematic collection, on album, with stamps, mostly new ** never hinged, including interesting section 

of English Colonies and TAAF.
260 €

Orchids L213266 - Orchids thematic collection, with stamps and blocks, mostly new ** never hinged. 100 €
Birds L213267 - Birds thematic collection, with postal history, interesting postage from English colonies and TAAF. 180 €
Birds L213268 - Birds-topical collection, with postal history, in tin box. 50 €
Birds L213269 - Birds-topical collection, with postal history, in tin box. 20 €
Birds L213270 - Birds-topical collection, with postal history, in tin box. 40 €
Birds L213271 - Birds-topical collection, with postal history, in a stockcard box, with beautifully priced postage. 250 €
Birds L213272 - Birds-topical collection, with postal history, in a stockcard box, with lots of valuable postage. 250 €
Birds L213280 - Birds-topical collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mostly used. 40 €

Animals L213281 - Animals topical collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mostly used. 40 €
Flowers L213282 - Flowers topical collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mostly used. 30 €
Animals L213283 - Animals topical collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mostly used. 45 €
Space L213284 - Space-topical collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mostly used. 30 €
Flora L213285 - Flora topical collection, on stockbook, 30 €
Fish L213286 - Pasci topical collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mainly used. 30 €
Flora L213287 - Flora topical collection, on album, with postage stamps, used, including China lot. 110 €

Mushrooms L213289 - Postal history collection, Mushrooms topical. 30 €
Mushrooms L213290 - Mushroom-topical postal history collection on binder. 50 €
Mushrooms L213291 - Mushroom-topical postal history collection on binder. 40 €
Mushrooms L213292 - Mushroom-topical postal history collection on binder. 40 €

Animals L213295 - Animals topical collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mostly used. 30 €


